Polymorphisms within minicircle sequence classes in the kinetoplast DNA of Trypanosoma cruzi clones.
Four minicircle classes were analyzed using cloned minicircles as probes and single-cell cloned Trypanosoma cruzi parasites. The hybridization conditions used allowed identification of minicircle classes within kinetoplast DNA that were non-homologous to each other. Two of these minicircle classes, detected with probes pTckAWP-2 and -3, were present together in several of the CA 1 and Miranda clones, in spite of the fact that either pTckAWP-2 or both minicircle classes were undetectable in other isolates and clones of the parasite. The other two minicircle classes (pTckM-84 and -88) were located in some Miranda cloned parasites which were characterized by the simple restriction endonuclease pattern of their minicircles. Both pTckM-84 and -88 minicircle classes represented 52-71% of the kinetoplast DNA in the latter group of trypanosomes. Restriction endonuclease mapping allowed the identification of polymorphic minicircles in two of the four minicircle classes analyzed (pTckAWP-2 and pTckM-88). The polymorphisms were observed in part of the molecules of one minicircle class within a single trypanosome clone, as well as when different clones or even some of those obtained from the same isolate were compared. In addition, a different proportion of pTckM-88 type of minicircle sequence class was observed in the kinetoplast DNA from two of the Miranda clones analyzed. These observations demonstrated that similar molecules may evolve independently in sequence in each parasite. The polymorphic minicircles detected may arise from sequence variations before expansion of a future homogeneous minicircle sequence class.